
EASTER 2 

There has already been huge coverage of the Duke of Edinburgh’s 
very full and wonderful life. But I wondered if I could marry just a 
couple of thoughts really about Prince Philip, with today’s Biblical 
readings, because in the days to come it is always good to remember 
a life like his - and how much it can teach us about those important 
words: duty and service. 

In our First reading we are told of the earliest beginnings of ChrisFan 
community in which all possessions and riches were held in common. 
It was the model of egalitarian ChrisFan foundaFons, of the kind sFll 
upheld in our monasFc communiFes across the world. So wasn’t it 
good to be reminded about Philip’s very tesFng childhood despite his 
royal blood, how his family became refugees in exile from their 
naFve Greece, and how his own mother became a Nun in the 
Orthodox Church who in the very last year of her life spent in 
Buckingham Palace, had no possessions at all. Her only wish was to 
be buried on the Mount of Olives in her beloved Jerusalem. Her life 
was a parable of sacrifice and kindness especially in those terrible 
War years of Jewish persecuFon and Nazi terror. All this surely 
shaped the resolve, the future even of the youngest son and naval 
commander who saw first-hand how important the fight for freedom 
and equality was. He saw how important his ChrisFan calling was to 
protect the weakest and most vulnerable. 

And in his later, unique role as Consul to HM the Queen, he never 
forgot how important other people were, especially the ordinary 
people who oUen lived in the shadows of so-called ‘important 
people’. His giU was to make everyone feel important and valued, 
hence his self-deprecaFng humour and his reaching out to those 
whose lives oUen needed ‘liUing’. Giles Brandreth (who I think could 
talk for England!) told this lovely story of how they both went to a 
fabulous charity luncheon and somehow got a bit lost aUer their 



feast and ended up in the kitchens. The Duke apparently shook all 
the chefs’ hands, thanked them for a great meal, and then 
announced he wanted to see the real workers! ‘Where are the 
washer-uppers?’ He wanted to meet them too, and shake their 
hands, and thank them! So today’s short snippet from the Acts of the 
Apostles is a valuable reminder of what an apostle of the 
resurrecFon can be,  can do, and can become. We too, can learn on 
the job to become an Easter People, which has nothing to do about 
the size of our bank account or anything else we cling on to ‘possess.’ 

In our Gospel reading, we hear again of poor old Thomas whose 
nickname, ‘DoubFng Thomas’ seems to have stuck over the 
centuries. I think that has always been an unfair caricature, don’t 
you? Again it is oUen a bad habit which we caught in our childhood 
or at school. Some bright spark calls us something unfla\ering or 
gossips about someone behind our back – and hey, presto, the label 
stays with us. With Prince Philip it is the ‘gaffs’ which the media 
almost came to expect or want more of. Private conversaFons so 
oUen end up in the public domain with only a hint of truth or, very 
oUen, the absence of any truth at all. 

Thomas wanted to see the Risen Christ for himself and to touch his 
hands and side. He did, and it was a moment of joy to last a lifeFme, 
even if his friends thought it to be a giant ‘gaff’. Duty and service 
someFmes have to be learnt and when they are, our ChrisFan lives 
grow stronger, deeper, and more forgiving. 

Just a week ago, the Bishop of Worcester said this which I must 
confess brought a tear to my eye: 

‘Adult to group of children: “What do you think Jesus was doing while 
he was in hell for three days?” Child, aUer long pause: “I think he was 
looking everywhere for his friend Judas”.’ 

We so oUen demonise people we have never properly spoken to or 
even met. And perhaps, thinking today about the legacy and 



inspiraFon of Prince Philip, we need to understand more about our 
own ‘gaffs’ and ‘failures’ instead of poinFng the finger elsewhere. I 
am not suggesFng Philip was a Saint but I am saying his very strong 
and supporFve role for our naFon and the Commonwealth was 
borne of great wisdom and the giU of listening – not least to the call 
of our shared Easter Gospel and, our shared Easter faith. We all 
remember how that faith helped at Fmes of naFonal mourning like 
Churchill’s and Earl Mountba\en’s funeral or Princess Diana. 

You will see from our church opening Fmes this week that we are 
now expecFng more people than usual who want to say their own 
private prayers of thanksgiving for the life of the Queen’s ‘strength 
and stay’. I am only sorry that (according to good Orthodox tradiFon) 
we don’t yet have our own pricket stand for lighFng our own candles! 
With your approval, I hope to change that before long. But in the 
meanFme, our Cathedral are sending us special prayer cards to use 
and take home. I guess all of us need our own private Fmes to reflect 
our losses of different lives that shaped and transformed ours, and in 
the case of Prince Philip, also made us smile and admire. May he rest 
in peace and rise in glory, meet St Thomas, and enjoy the company of 
all the saints in light. 

Amen. 


